
 

 
 

Signature Estate Cocktail 
 

Cocktails featuring the estate grown botanicals, 

complimented with locally sourced distillates. The marriage of 

ingredients showcases both unique aspects of our Region and the 

producer passion underpinning the Hunter Valley. 
 

 

Honey 25 

The estate is home to a colony of 200,000 bees,  which support the local 

farming community and can be seen pollinating our gardens. The honey is 

featured as the sweetener in our take on the house made cold drip espresso 

martini, partnered with Mr Black from Distillery Botanica at Erina, Central 

Coast, and Murray’s Vodka from Bobs Farm. 
 

Rosemary 25 

While taking a stroll around the estate, you will see rosemary 

throughout our gardens. Our hand crafted rosemary syrup partnered 

with Sparrow Jack from Newcastle Distillery combined with a hint of 

grapefruit and topped with Margan Off- Sweet Vermouth, Broke. 

 

Chili 25 

The estate veggie garden is home to an array of produce and a 

selection of chilies. They are dehydrated for 48 hours and blended 

with sea salt. The chili is paired with Mr Black Amaro from Distillery 

Botanica at Erina, Central coast, and a splash of tequila over ice. 

 

Lavender 25 

It is said that Lavender has many healing properties. Our lavender is 

steeped into a syrup and served with Farmers Wife Gin, Allworth, 

hand crafted in small batches with 13 native Australian flavours. We 

add a hint of Lemon Myrtle Liqueur from Distillery Botanica, Erin, to 

enhance the botanical aromatics and served sweet and neat. 

 

Rose 25 

We pride ourselves on the 300 roses throughout the estate and it is 

only fitting to be featured as a Signature Cocktail. To showcase the 

rose we keep it clean with a Finnish style of vodka from Murray’s 
Brewery, Bobs Farm, and Hunter Valley Distillery, Pokolbin, Turkish 

Delight Liqueur. A hint of elderflower and rose water mist, chilled and 

neat. 

 

Mint 25 

The easiest of herbs to grow, and beautifully fragrant. A slight twist 

on the ‘Old Cuban’ classic- served with Black Gate Rum from 

Mendooran, citrus, a dash of local sparkling wine and generous 

portion of mint.  
 


